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grade in telugu.Q: Is there a way to use the latest pre-
release version of an ASP.NET MVC plugin? In the
Visual Studio 2008 you have the option of using the
latest stable or latest beta ASP.NET MVC3 plugin. It is
possible to do this manually, but what I would like to do
is be able to point this at a specific pre-release ASP.NET
MVC3 plugin which is not yet released. Is this possible?
A: This is now possible using the NuGet tool. Edit
your.csproj file and update the packageSource there:
This is convenient for those who don't have the latest
release installed, but still want to get access to the
latest. Q: Why does varchar do not support space
character? I am writing SELECT statement in C# in
which I want to retrieve rows with space character.
When I am using varchar(50) and it is working fine.
When I am using varchar(100) it is throwing error:
String or binary data would be truncated. Can anyone
please explain why varchar supports some variable
length and not all. A: varchar(50) 'works' because it is
variable length. The problem with the 100 length
varchar is that it will always be 100 bytes, regardless of
the content. You cannot use varchar(200) and expect to
get a 200 character result. In a select statement, what
do you want to be the row length? A: You should use a



character type: varchar (char) instead, the same as
string. Role of the host
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